
1 311020130001    garvita Singh
Kasturba hostel, pmch, 

Patna

2 241020130001    Dr Himanshu Kumar

Flat NO. BE/1 

Tribhuvan Bharatpura 

Estate, Jagat Narayan 

Road, Kadamkuan, 

Patna

3 221020130001    Prity singh
Naha Road, Near Bazar 

Samiti, Patna- 800006

4 191020130001    
nagender nath 

pathak

son of prabhu narayan 

pathakvillage and post 

barmadia block chakia 

district east champaran 

bihar pin 845412

5 181020130001    sudarshan meena patna
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6 171020130002    SHADAB

MUSTAFA NAGAR 

WARD NO. 06 POST - 

KAHRA , DIST - SAHARSA

7 171020130001    
PRAMOD KUMAR 

SINGH

VILLAGE-OLAPUR, POST-

PIRPAINTI, DISTRICT - 

BHAGALPUR, BIHAR

8 131020130001    Raj Belagang, Gaya

9 81020130002    Javed Darbhanga

10 81020130001    Nirmal Kumar

Village & Post 

Sabalbigha, PS - 

Sikandra, Dist- Jamui, 

Bihar

11 51020130001    Madhu Kumari Sewrahan , Areraj



 State Division /District

Honorable health minister, I ,garvita Singh, am a post graduate student 

in Eye department of Patna medical college. I visited this website 1st 

time and the first line I saw was "the first wealth is health". Being a 

doctor this line holds the utmost importance to me. However I am 

concerned if everyone related to providing health facilities to the 

people feels the same way or not. As an well educated person, you 

must be aware of the basic fact that 1st step to a healthy life is 

HYGIENE.But as you enter the campus of Patna medical college, which 

is suppose to be the prime government hospital in the state, you will 

know that this crucial step is being ignored and abused. The unsightly 

garbage disposal, open pits, open disposal of excreta, can make the 

healthy sick and the sick people sicker.Each state in our country has 

made their government hospitals, specially in their capitals, a proper 

well equipped, hygienic tertiary centre , where patients from other 

parts of state are referred

Forwarded to Regional 

Deputy Director ,  

Tihut  Division , 

Muzaffarpur through 

SHSB letter no. 8798 dt-

31/10/13

I am applying for the post of senior resident for various medical 

colleges of Bihar. I want to suggest to please remove the requirement 

of marks obtained in the subject of speciality as we only get certificate 

of passing the post graduate examination, no university issues marks 

sheet to the examinee. Without filling this option if I press the submit 

button error message is comming.

Forwarded to   Director 

in Chief, Bihar, through 

SHSB letter no. 8797 dt-

31/10/13

Respected Sir, In krishi Utpadan Bazar Samiti campus near 

Musallahpur, Patna, Dengue fever is spreading very fast. In the campus 

of Bazar Samiti, a big water body has deliberately been created which 

has become breeding ground for mosquitoes spreading Dengue. 

Hundreds of people are suffering from dengue fever due to this 

stagnant water body. People of this area are very much anguished due 

to this and are helpless as no action is being taken to redress this 

problem. I am writing to you hoping that some thing would be done 

relieve us from this menace. Yours faithfully Prity singh

Forwarded to Regional 

Deputy Director ,  

Director in Chief, Bihar, 

through SHSB letter 

no. 8797 dt-31/10/13

REGARDING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE HOSPITAL BUILDING IN 

BARMADIA VILLAGE(BLOCK CHAKIA DISTRICT EAST CHAMPARAN ) Sir, 

The concerned engineer visited the site(BARMADIA VILLAGE 

,ANUMANDAL CHAKIA,DISTRICT EAST CHAMPARAN) and find it 

appropriate for the construction of the building.on being satisfied he 

send the map for IMMEDIATE CONVERSION,but till now it is in the 

process. Regarding the same we complained to the BDO ,DDO AND DM 

but we did not recive appropriate response.if appropriate response 

not provided we have to lodge a complain with JANTA DARBAR and if 

find necessary with the COURT also. I am here by enclosing the detail 

of the land :KHATA231,KHESRA:3843. So please provide appropriate 

response. Your sincerely Nagender nath p

Forwarded to Regional 

Deputy Director ,  

Tihut  Division , 

Muzaffarpur , through 

SHSB letter no. 8798 dt-

31/10/13

i got my CBC BLOOD CHECK up in NMCH CENTRAL PATHOLOGY. they 

gave me a totally WRONG report. due to which wrong diagnosis made 

and accordingly treatment began. by proper sugestion i got that test 

rechecked in private diagnostic center. and all report was alright the 

next day only. due to all these i suffered a lot mental pain of having 

deadly disease and in treatment i got financial burden. registration no.-

243370/2013 blood report id-243370 date-15/10/2013

Forwarded to 

Superintendent ,  

Nalad Medical college 

hospital, Patna, 

through SHSB letter 

no. 8796 dt- 31/10/13
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DEAR SIR/MADAM I WANT TO KNOW THAT WHAT WILL BE THE 

SELECTION PROCEDURE OF RBSK ( AYUSH DR. PHARMACIST & ANM ) IF 

INTERVIEW THAN WHAT IS THE DATE OF INTERVIEW .......?

Forwarded to State 

Programme Officer 

,State health socity, 

through SHSB letter 

no. 7445 dt- 05/09/13

Respected sir, please refer my complain No. 270420130002 and 

270420130003, sir kya hamara bhugtan nahi hoga. kya hame bhugtan 

ke liye Manniya Uchha Nayalay jana hoga.

Forwarded to Regional 

Deputy Director , 

Bhagalpur Division ,  

Bhagalpur , through 

SHSB letter no. 8899 dt- 

 31/10/13

Dear Sir, This is with reference to TDS deducted to the employee who 

is working in Belagang Hospital, Gaya. 1) TDS deducted for the 

Financial Year 2011-12 deducted for the employee who is working on 

Contract basis in Belagang has not been deposited all TDS amount. 

(you can check it from TDS certificate issued to the employee in the 

month of March'12 and the FORM 26AS of the employee. FORM 26AS 

can be taken from TRACES website, approx 3,000-5000 TDS amount/ 

each employee has not been deposited and it is shown as deposit in 

TDS certificate, pls chech challan no 00478 dated 31.3.12 as mention in 

TDS certificate ) 2) Further, as per Income tax Act, TDS certificate is 

required to be issued within 1 month from the end of the financial 

year of which TDS has been deducted, however it has been issued to 

employee in July,13.( You can check it from TDS Certificate signing date 

of Hospital incharge). 3) TDS deducted in financial year 2012-13 has 

not been deposited , and no TDS Certifi

Forwarded to Regional 

Deputy Director , 

Magadh Division ,  

Gaya , through SHSB 

letter no. 8800 dt- 

31/10/13

Regarding the overtime facility of all regular grade-3rd employee due 

to over work at present time.

Forwarded to  Director 

in Chief, Bihar, through 

SHSB letter no. 8797 dt-

31/10/13

Respected Sir, I am still waiting for reply of my grivance complain no. 

160920130001 which is given below. I, Nirmal Kumar, am working as a 

CBC at NRC Nawada. I and other worker of NRC Nawada did not 

receive their salaries since last 6 months due to delay in payment by 

DHS Nawada. NRC center is also not running since last 2 months due to 

delay in extension of agreement between implementing agency and 

DHS Nawada. Implementing agency says that they will not pay us for 

this non- working periods (2 months payment). It is difficult for us to 

arrange two square meals. We are unable to look after our families as 

we did not get salary since last 6 months. Therefore we earnestly 

request to help us to provide our pending salaries. We would be 

grateful to all of you for this cause. With regards! Sincerely

Forwarded to Regional 

Deputy Director , 

Magadh Division ,  

Gaya , through SHSB 

letter no. 8800 dt- 

31/10/13

JBSY अरं्गत काफी जाली प्रसव ललखा जा रहा है. अनुबंध कर्मी असहाय 
हैं वन्ही रेर्ुलर नसग और डॉक्टर बेख़ौफ़ हो कर ये कार्म कर रहे हैं. 

प्रलत र्माह टॉप दस आशा का प्रलतवेदन की जांच कर सच्चाई का pata 

लर्ाया जा सकता है.

Forwarded to Regional 

Deputy Director , 

Punrnia  Division ,  

Purnia, through SHSB 

letter no. 8801 dt- 

31/10/13


